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International arbitration often incorporates elements of both the common law and civil law. One of the areas in which these two legal traditions differ is in the use of separate written judicial opinions, especially those dissenting from the majority decision. We discuss the increasingly prominent role of dissents in international arbitration.1 We submit that dissenting opinions, although not always beneficial, can enhance the arbitral process and should be authorized in international arbitration.
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1. We use the word "dissent" to include concurring opinions that offer different reasoning from the majority award. For a similar approach, see K.M. Stack, "The Practice of Dissent in the Supreme Court", 105 Yale L.J. (1996), 2235, 2235 n.2; see also A. Scalia, "The Dissenting Opinion", 1994 J. Sup. Ct. Hist. 33, 33.
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Written Dissents in Different Legal Systems

In civil law jurisdictions, generally the only written opinion emanating from a multi-judge tribunal is the decision itself; typically there is no indication that any of the members of the tribunal have a different view. This practice rests on the jurisprudential view of the law as fixed, unchanging and determinate. Like scientific questions, legal questions are viewed as having a single answer that can be found through application of the correct legal principles. Under this theory, courts do not "make" law, but merely find it through the exercise of legal science. Because the possibility of different reasonable answers to legal questions is not contemplated, the multi-judge court renders what appears to be a unanimous voice, and therefore separate opinions generally have not existed.

Common law lawyers and judges, particularly in the United States, view the law as evolving over time and tend to assume that dissenting opinions are appropriate and useful. Indeed, dissenting opinions in appellate courts have played a major role in American jurisprudence. But this was not always so. The important early United States Chief Justice, John Marshall, delivered virtually all opinions of the Supreme Court as unanimous judgments, even when he voted against the outcome during deliberations. Dissents did not begin to appear regularly in American law until Justice Marshall’s retirement.

Some of the great events in American history are dissenting opinions that became adopted as law. One contains a number of advances in protecting First Amendment rights. The Court Justice Harlan’s dissent in the famous case of Brown v. Board of Education, for example, formed the basis of the Supreme Court’s decision to end school segregation in America. Well-known examples of other dissenting opinions are Oliver Wendell Holmes’ views in First Amendment speech law and modern views on dissenting opinions.

American law students not only of the United States, but of other courts as well. One is Justice Harlan’s dissent in the Coca-Cola Bottling Co. v. City of Dallas, where courts impose strict standards on products. This suggests that...
regularly in American Supreme Court caselaw until after Chief Justice Marshall’s retirement.³

Some of the great opinions in American constitutional law history are dissenting opinions, the views of which eventually became adopted as law. In particular, American legal history contains a number of dissenting opinions that foretold later advances in protecting individual rights. United States Supreme Court Justice Harlan’s 1896 dissent in a racial segregation case,⁶ for example, formed the intellectual underpinning for the famous case of Brown v. Board of Education⁷ that ended racial segregation in American schools a half-century later. Other well-known examples include several by Supreme Court Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr., who laid the basis for modern free speech law and modern economic regulation in important dissenting opinions.⁸

American law students study significant separate opinions, not only of the United States Supreme Court, but of other courts as well. One important example is California Supreme Court Justice Roger Traynor’s concurring opinion in Escola v. Coca-Cola Bottling Company, in which he suggested that the courts impose strict liability in tort actions for defective products.⁹ This suggestion was later adopted as law, not only in

---


⁶ Plessy v. Ferguson, 163 U.S. 537, 552 (1896) (Harlan, J., dissenting) (“Our constitution is color-blind ....”); see also The Civil Rights Cases, 109 U.S. 3, 26-62 (1883) (Harlan, J., dissenting) (arguing for constitutionality of reconstruction efforts to protect civil rights of blacks in the South).


⁸ See Abrams v. United States, 250 U.S. 616, 630 (1919) (Holmes, J., dissenting) (speech should be subject to competition in a marketplace of ideas and not subject to suppression); Lochner v. New York, 198 U.S. 45, 75 (Holmes, J., dissenting) (economic regulation not unconstitutional because "the 14th amendment does not enact Mr. Herbert Spencer’s Social Statics.").

⁹ 24 Cal. 2d 453, 461 (1944).
California but also in numerous other American jurisdictions. Today, strict liability is widespread in products liability cases in many countries.10

The American concept of dissent is related to the common law view of law as evolutionary. As United States Supreme Court Chief Justice Charles Evans Hughes said, "[a] dissent in a court of last resort is an appeal to the brooding spirit of the law, to the intelligence of a future day, when a later decision may possibly correct the error into which the dissenting judge believes the court to have been betrayed."11

Because public international law is based in part on custom and practice, its evolving nature provides a similar justification for dissent. The Statute of the Permanent Court of International Justice recognized this possibility by providing for separate opinions.12 The International Court of Justice also has separate and dissenting opinions, as do the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia and the European Court of Human Rights.13

Thus, dissent is not a feature peculiar to Anglo-American law but is well-established in international law as well. Indeed, the traditional civil law antipathy toward dissents has been eroding. The German Constitutional Court now has dissenting opinions.14 This evolves over time.

On the other hand, even in common law, the court judge Learnedhand was warning the power and tendency of the United States Supreme Court toward a significant number of separate opinions, adding more restraint in order to avoid an multitude of separate opinions in difficult to determine cases. A close vote suggests the composition of a California Supreme Court important case up: A minor's abortion invalidate and retire shortly thereafter with the dissenters. The law invalid.15 Such subjective for judicial opinions.

On occasion

---

10. The strict liability standard was adopted independently by French courts in their interpretation of Article 1641 of the Civil Code. The standard was also the subject of a European Union Directive 85/374/EC (July 25, 1985).

11. C.E. Hughes, The Supreme Court of the United States (1928), 68.

12. Article 57, incorporated into the Statute of the International Court of Justice ("If the judgment does not represent in whole or in part the unanimous opinion of the judges, any judge shall be entitled to deliver a separate opinion.").

13. For the International Court of Justice, see Rules of the Court (April 14, 1978), Art. 95(2) (judgments) and Art. 107(3) (advisory opinions); see generally I. Hussain, Dissenting and Separate Opinions at the World Court (1984). For the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia, see Rules of Procedure and Evidence, Revision 13, Rule 98 ter, subpara. (c). For the European Court, see European Convention on Human Rights (1950) Art. 51(2).


opinions. This reflects the notion that constitutional law evolves over time with social conditions, so that constitutional law is an especially appropriate place for an exposition of differing views of the law.

On the other hand, dissents are not universally supported, even in common law countries. The great American appeals court judge Learned Hand once criticized dissents as diminishing the power and legitimacy of the majority opinion. As the United States Supreme Court continues to issue a significant number of separate opinions, some jurists have called for more restraint in the number of separate opinions. With a multitude of separate opinions in a case, it is sometimes difficult to determine the law actually established by the case. A close vote suggests that the authority may last only so long as the composition of the court remains the same. Indeed, the California Supreme Court recently rendered a 4-3 opinion in an important case upholding a law requiring parental consent for a minor’s abortion. A justice in the majority happened to retire shortly thereafter; a new justice formed a new majority with the dissenters in order to grant a rehearing and declare the law invalid. Such events may adversely affect public respect for judicial opinions.

On occasion the rhetoric in dissents spotlights divisions in


the court, especially when dissenters attack the majority.\textsuperscript{19} Sometimes individual dissents can create public controversy, as in a recent California case which resulted in calls for disciplinary proceedings against a judge, who, in dissent, explicitly declined to follow a binding precedent of a higher court.\textsuperscript{20} Some United States Courts issue very few separate opinions, notably the Supreme Court of the State of Delaware, which is the nation's pre-eminent jurisdiction on issues of corporate law.\textsuperscript{21}

\textbf{Written Dissents In International Arbitration}

International arbitration stretches across the common law and civil law worlds.\textsuperscript{22} As a result, most arbitral rules do not deal specifically address the issue of dissent explicitly, although some do.\textsuperscript{23} But there are a number of examples of dissenting judgments involving international arbitration. For instance, in the Iran-United States Claims Tribunal\textsuperscript{24} (formed to resolve the dispute arising from the seizure of American assets in Iran in 1979), the case concerning the Iranian claim for compensation for damages sustained as a result of the seizure of American assets, see the Iran-United States Claims Tribunal Case Concerning the Aegean Sea (Cyprus v. Greece) (1977). Other examples of dissenting judgments include the Mexican General Commission of the Organization of American States, which in his opinion of the Mexican General Commission of the Organization of American States, see the Mexican General Commission of the Organization of American States Report. Other examples include the Mexican General Commission of the Organization of American States Report setting out the rights of non-governmental organizations to participate in the work of the organization, see the Mexican General Commission of the Organization of American States Report.

19. Justice Antonin Scalia of the U.S. Supreme Court is well-known for his harsh rhetoric in separate opinions. His opinion in a controversial abortion case, for example, mocked the language of the majority. \textit{Planned Parenthood v. Casey}, 112 S. Ct. 2796, 2882 (1992) (Scalia, J., concurring and dissenting) ("The Imperial Judiciary lives. It is instructive to compare this Nietzschean vision of us unelected life-tenured judges – leading a Volk who will be 'tested by following' and whose very 'belief in themselves' is mystically bound up in their 'understanding' of a Court that 'speaks before all others for their Constitutional ideals' – with the somewhat more modest role envisioned for these lawyers by the founders.").


23. See, e.g., Federal Arbitration Act (Switzerland), discusses provisions for the form of the arbitration.\textsuperscript{25} But there are a number of examples of dissenting judgments involving international arbitration. For instance, in the Iran-United States Claims Tribunal\textsuperscript{24} (formed to resolve the dispute arising from the seizure of American assets in Iran in 1979), the case concerning the Iranian claim for compensation for damages sustained as a result of the seizure of American assets, see the Iran-United States Claims Tribunal Case Concerning the Aegean Sea (Cyprus v. Greece) (1977). Other examples of dissenting judgments include the Mexican General Commission of the Organization of American States, which in his opinion of the Mexican General Commission of the Organization of American States, see the Mexican General Commission of the Organization of American States Report. Other examples include the Mexican General Commission of the Organization of American States Report setting out the rights of non-governmental organizations to participate in the work of the organization, see the Mexican General Commission of the Organization of American States Report.

24. For a case relying on other examples of dissenting judgments, see NBC News (1968), discusses that the form of the arbitration.\textsuperscript{25} But there are a number of examples of dissenting judgments involving international arbitration. For instance, in the Iran-United States Claims Tribunal\textsuperscript{24} (formed to resolve the dispute arising from the seizure of American assets in Iran in 1979), the case concerning the Iranian claim for compensation for damages sustained as a result of the seizure of American assets, see the Iran-United States Claims Tribunal Case Concerning the Aegean Sea (Cyprus v. Greece) (1977). Other examples of dissenting judgments include the Mexican General Commission of the Organization of American States, which in his opinion of the Mexican General Commission of the Organization of American States, see the Mexican General Commission of the Organization of American States Report. Other examples include the Mexican General Commission of the Organization of American States Report setting out the rights of non-governmental organizations to participate in the work of the organization, see the Mexican General Commission of the Organization of American States Report.

25. Rules of Procedural Law (1968), discusses that his dissenting vote...
deal specifically address separate opinions; that is, rules typically neither explicitly prohibit nor provide for minority opinions. But there are some exceptions to the general silence on the issue of dissenting opinions, mostly in the context of arbitrations involving states. For example, the United States-Mexican General Claims Commission (1923-1934) had explicit provisions for dissent, as do the rules of the International Centre for the Settlement of Investment Disputes (ICSID). The Iran-United States Claims Tribunal allows dissenting and concurring opinions and the members of the Tribunal have not been reluctant to write such opinions. Indeed, Judge Bengt

23. See, e.g., Federal Act on Private International Law of 18 Dec. 1987 (Switzerland), discussed in Levy, supra note 14 (providing at Article 189 that the form of the award may be agreed to by the parties).

24. For a case relying on the distinction between private and public arbitration, see NBC v. Bear Stearns, 165 F.3d 184 (2nd. Cir. 1999) (holding that a private commercial arbitration does not constitute a "tribunal" for purposes of U.S. statute on discovery before arbitral tribunals.) For examples of dissenting opinions in intergovernmental arbitration, see, e.g., Case Concerning the Air Service Agreement of 27 March 1946 Between the United States of America and France, 18 R.I.A.A. 417, 488 (dissenting opinion of P. Reuter); Salem Case (Egypt/USA) (8 June, 1932) 2 R.I.A.A. 1161, 1204 (dissenting opinion of F. Neilsen); Indo-Pakistan Western Boundary Case (19 Feb. 1968) 17 R.I.A.A. 1, 431 (dissenting opinion of A. Bebler).

25. See also Dickson Car Wheel Co. v. United Mexican States (July, 1931) 4 R.I.A.A. 669, 682 (Neilsen, C., dissenting.)

26. Article 48(4), Convention on Settlement of Investment Disputes Between States and Nationals of Other States, 1965, 575 U.N.T.S. 159. Other examples include provisions for arbitration between members of the Organization of American States. See American Treaty on Pacific Settlement Article XLVI (April 13, 1948) (“The dissenting arbiter or arbiters shall have the right to state the grounds for their dissent.”).

27. Tribunal Rules of Procedure, Art. 32 (“Any arbitrator may request that his dissenting vote or his dissenting vote and the reasons therefor be
Broms did so recently in a Partial Award. 28

Rules of private international arbitration do not always provide for separate opinions. The Model Law on International Commercial Arbitration produced by the United Nations Commission on International Trade Law (UNCITRAL) declined to address the issue. 29 The International Chamber of Commerce (ICC) Court of Arbitration may allow a panel to attach dissenting opinions to the arbitral award, but may refuse to do so when a dissent might impair the enforceability of the award. 30 In particular, when the awards of a tribunal are to take effect in, and be enforced in, a civil law country, the ICC Court sometimes defers to the practice of the courts of those countries by prohibiting the publication of dissenting opinions so as not to jeopardize the award's enforceability there. 31 Such a prohibition applied to awards that might have been enforced in Switzerland before the passage of the Swiss Federal Act on Private International Law in 1987. 32

In 1985, the ICC Commission on International Arbitration established a Working Party on Dissenting Opinions and Interim and Partial Awards. Professor (later Judge) Bengt Broms participated, along with other well-known members of the international arbitration community. In 1988, the Working recorded."

---


30. Levy, supra note 14, at 38.


32. Levy, supra note 14, at 38 n.9.
Party issued a Final Report on Dissenting and Separate Opinions.\(^\text{33}\)

The Working Party considered the merits and flaws of dissenting opinions in international arbitration. It addressed some criticism of dissents in international arbitration, particularly from French arbitrators who sought to change the ICC Rules to prohibit the publication of dissenting opinions.\(^\text{34}\) This view was rejected by the Working Party as neither practicable nor desirable.\(^\text{35}\) Ultimately, the Working Party concluded that arbitrators have a right to issue dissenting opinions, although the ICC Rules should not be changed so as to encourage dissents explicitly.

Arbitration, as all mechanisms of dispute resolution, has both private and public qualities.\(^\text{36}\) The private qualities are obvious — after all, it is a dispute between two parties that prompts them to find a third party to resolve the dispute. The parties are primarily interested in fair, impartial and, sometimes, confidential dispute resolution, and courts and arbitral bodies provide this service to a greater or lesser degree.

Dispute resolution may also have a more public function. By applying a rule in a particular case and by resolving disputes peacefully, the court or arbitral body serves as an instrument of public policy and provides guidance as to the law. This is true even when there is no formal system of \textit{stare decisis}. For example, the International Court of Justice, which has no formal system of precedent, often refers to earlier caselaw. Because each decision provides a signal to future courts, a judge who disagrees with a result may share his or her views, so as to affect decisions in the future.

While this rationale for dissents makes sense in the context of arbitration between states, it is more problematic in the


\(^{34}\) Final Report, ¶ 4.

\(^{35}\) Final Report, ¶ 5.

context of international commercial arbitration, which is, after all, a mainly private system of dispute resolution, although it is governed by statutes and treaties and often relies on public courts to enforce arbitration agreements and awards. The private qualities of arbitration, especially the principle of confidentiality, are usually thought to weigh against publication of awards and dissenting opinions.\footnote{Indeed, in a recent Swedish case, the Stockholm City Court invalidated an award because of publication of a preliminary decision on jurisdiction in an international arbitration reporter. See Swedish Court Imposing 'Involuntary Obligation of Secrecy' A.I. Trade Argues, 13:12 Mealey's International Arbitration Report 9-11 (December 1998); see also Constantine Partasides, Bad News From Stockholm: Bulbank and Confidentiality AD ABSURDUM, 13:12 Mealey's International Arbitration Report 20, 22-24 (December 1998) (criticizing the decision and providing cites to cases from other jurisdictions rejecting such an extreme approach to secrecy).}

Arbitration, of course, has no system of \textit{stare decisis} or precedent. Arbitrators are not bound to consider the decisions of earlier tribunals or panels. Nor is there any formal review of the law applied in arbitral awards, so there is less need to provide a source for consideration by appellate bodies.\footnote{See generally G. H. Aldrich, The Jurisprudence of the Iran-United States Claims Tribunal (1996); and C.N. Brower and J.D. Brueschke, The Iran-United States Claims Tribunal (1998).} Indeed, errors of law are generally not a basis for vacating awards under domestic law or for failing to enforce them under the New York Convention.\footnote{For example, the Tribunal was deprived the Tribunal of jurisdiction in nine cases were adjudicated as test cases. See Aldrich, supra.}

As a practical matter, however, it may be helpful to arbitrators in specific cases to review past awards. For example, the Iran-United States Claims Tribunal often relies upon its past decisions. This is a natural development for an institution that has resolved nearly 4000 cases, many of which involve similar legal issues.\footnote{See generally L.D.M. Lew, "Publications, Cambridge} Because many of the cases involve interpretation of key terms in the Algérie

\textit{Tribunal, decisions have specific implications, and have developed certain elements in giving justice to the Tribunal and its public. There is formal reliance on past cases; there is no formal \textit{stare decisis} or precedent. Arbitrators do look to the decisions of earlier cases for reliance on past awards.} Clearly, in an arbitral forum selection clauses cannot deprive the Tribunal of jurisdiction in certain issues. When present, however, may lead them to consider previous decisions of the Tribunal and its public.
of key terms in the Algiers Accords, the Treaty establishing the Tribunal, decisions have refined the meaning of particular terms, and have developed general approaches to recurring legal problems. The Tribunal's use of its own caselaw has allowed it to develop mechanisms for treating like cases alike, an essential element in doing justice. The institutionalized character of the Tribunal and its publication of awards also enhance the rationale for reliance on past decisions. While no one would say that there is formal requirement to follow earlier decisions, in practice arbitrators do look to how previous panels have resolved certain issues. When previous decisions consistently treat an issue in a particular manner, the Tribunal tends to view the issue as settled. This makes sense, for it is undesirable if it appears that decisions are based on the specific personnel of the panel making the decision.

International commercial arbitrators are hindered by the absence of any generalized system of reporting awards, and this may lead them to consider decisions of national and international courts, which, while important, may not address issues specific to arbitration. Arguments in favor of dissenting opinions are thus related to, although not dependent on, the issue of whether arbitral awards should be published at all. Clearly, in an arbitral mechanism established by governments to deal with their disputes, such as the Iran-United States Claims Tribunal, publication of awards is desirable. Various

41. For example, the Tribunal selected nine test cases to determine if forum selection clauses calling for exclusive jurisdiction by Iranian courts deprived the Tribunal of jurisdiction under Article II, paragraph 1 of the Claims Settlement Declaration that established the Tribunal. Once these nine cases were adjudicated, subsequent practice consistently followed the test cases. See Aldrich, supra note 40, at 102-04.


43. See generally Lew, id.; see also Craig, Park and Paulsson, supra note 38.

44. See the Iran-U.S. Claims Tribunal Reports, published by Grotius Publications, Cambridge University Press, and Mealey's International
inter-governmental awards are published by the United Nations in Reports of International Arbitral Awards. There are also various mechanisms for the publication of nongovernmental arbitral awards, including the ICCA Yearbook, the Collection of ICC Arbitral Awards, and Mealey’s International Arbitration Report. General international law publications, such as International Legal Materials published by the American Society for International Law, occasionally publish arbitral awards. As more awards are published and as arbitrators rely on them, dissents should become more commonplace. Dissents are already quite common in intergovernmental arbitrations, even for arbitrations involving civil law countries. Even if not published generally, dissents are typically presented to the parties in the case.

Arguments For Dissents In International Arbitration

1) Dissents can produce better awards

By pointing out problems with the reasoning of the majority, a well-reasoned dissent can help ensure that the majority opinion deals with the most difficult issues confronting it. As a prominent United States Supreme Court Justice said, dissent “safeguards the integrity of the judicial decision-making process by keeping the majority accountable for the rationale and consequences of its decision.” He further noted that dissent “improves the final product by forcing the prevailing side to deal with the hardest questions and laying out the weaknesses of the majority opinion.”

This reasoning ties dissents to the need to ensure quality decision-making.

To play this role of quality, it is important that arbitrators use every opportunity to involve their opinions in the majority award, as is done in most countries. Indeed, in some cases, arbitrators are expressly required to file dissenting opinions. When it is not possible for a major award, it is best for the majority award to be published to ensure that the majority award is the final product.

Arbitration Reporter. Through 1996, awards were also available in Andrews Foreign Assets Litigation Reporter.


46. See, e.g., cites in notes 24 and 28, supra.

deal with the hardest questions urged by the losing side."48 By
raising the most difficult problems with the majority’s reason­
ing, dissent can ensure that the arbitral award is well-reasoned.
This reasoning ties dissent not to future policy outcomes, but
to the need to ensure quality resolution of the present dispute.

To play this role of ensuring a quality award by the major­
ity, it is important that wherever possible, dissenters circulate
their opinions to the majority before the issuance of the major­
ity award, as is done in the American appellate system and at
the International Court of Justice. To this end, it would be best
if dissenting opinions were issued simultaneously with the
award itself, as normally done in judicial proceedings.49 The
Iran-United States Claims Tribunal has allowed dissenting
opinions to be filed long after the award.50 This detracts from
the effectiveness of dissenting opinions in helping to ensure
that the majority deals with the best possible arguments.
Indeed, in some cases, arbitrators have complained that they
first saw arguments in dissents filed long after the award and
cannot defend their position against criticism of the award.
When it is not possible to circulate drafts in advance of the
majority award, it is basic courtesy that dissenters should at
least circulate their opinions before issuance, and any code of
ethics for arbitrators should include such a requirement.

48. Id. See generally L. Krugman Ray, “Justice Brennan and the Jurispu­

49. This was also the conclusion of the Working Party, and it recom­
   mended that the chairman of the arbitral panel fix appropriate time limits
   for circulation of opinions. See Final Report ¶ 15. Dissenting opinions
   submitted after the majority award is filed ought not be looked at by the
   ICC Court of Arbitration. Id. ¶ 16.

50. Compare, e.g., Dissenting Opinion of the Iranian Arbitrators in Case
   A/18 Concerning the Jurisdiction of the Tribunal over Claims Presented
   by Dual Iranian-United States Nationals Against the Government of Iran
   in Iran and United States, Case No. A/18, Decision No. DEC 32-A18-FT
   (10 Sept. 1984), reprinted in 5 Iran-U.S. C.T.R. 275 with Iran and United
   States, Case No. A/18, Decision No. DEC 32-A18-FT (6 Apr. 1984),
   reprinted in 5 Iran-U.S. C.T.R. 251. The dissenting opinion in that case
   was filed over five months after the Decision.
2) Dissents can help build confidence in the process

Recent research in social psychology has investigated what parties value in legal procedure. One important result has shown that people value fair process; that is, they value the opportunity to be heard and to have their views considered. For the losing party in arbitration or litigation, the key factor in determining the legitimacy of the process is to be treated fairly. The dissenting opinion can enhance the legitimacy of the process by showing the losing party that alternative arguments were considered, even if ultimately rejected. Again, the presence of a separate opinion should force the majority to develop sounder arguments than if there were no separate opinions. The fact that alternative opinions have been expressed ought to result in greater confidence in the process from the perspective of the loser, and thus increase the possibility that the award will be complied with voluntarily without enforcement proceedings. Further, dissents can enhance the legitimacy of arbitration before the broader public, thus contributing to the popularity of arbitration as a mechanism of dispute resolution. By providing for expression of alternative views on facts and law, dissents may enhance the perception of arbitration as a fair procedure.

During the historic arbitrations conducted under the Jay Treaty between Britain and the United States in the late 18th century, arbitrators from both sides would occasionally withdraw from proceedings to prevent them from continuing. This is obviously an unsatisfactory alternative to dissent. The availability of dissents helps channel disagreement into more productive avenues, and allows the process of dispute resolution to continue despite conflicting views on particular cases.

In the Iran-United States Claims Tribunal, those who disagreed with an award would sometimes sign the award with a brief declaration of dissent. Dissenting status thus helps to maintain the legitimacy of the institution for those who are provided with an opportunity to lose, and an opportunity for members found to be

Arguments against dissents

Critics of dissent have condemned the practice of objections. In our view, this has become the substantial contributory factor. A tradition of well-reasoned dissent should be addressed through well-reasoned codes of ethics that may result from dissenting.

1) Dissents risk weakness of awards risk disclosing

Some have suggested that dissents lead to awards risk disclosing

a brief declaration of disagreement.\textsuperscript{53} The Members of the Tribunal have also issued separate opinions, even from the very first decision.\textsuperscript{54} Dissent has arguably enhanced the legitimacy of the institution for private claimants and the states parties, who are provided with clear reasons for decisions in cases they lose, and an opportunity to read what dissenting Tribunal members found to be the best arguments in favor of their case.

Arguments against dissent in international arbitration

Critics of dissenting opinions have raised a number of objections.\textsuperscript{55} In our view, none of these is sufficient to overcome the substantial benefits to be obtained from a vigorous tradition of well-reasoned dissent. Each of these objections can be addressed through the development of arbitral rules and codes of ethics that reduce the potential problems that might result from dissenting opinions.

1) Dissents risk violating the secrecy of deliberations

Some have suggested that dissents in international arbitral awards risk disclosing the secrecy of deliberations.\textsuperscript{56} Presumably,


\textsuperscript{55} See, e.g., Final Report, § 5.

\textsuperscript{56} See J. Carter, "The Rights and Duties of the Arbitrator: Six Aspects of the Rule of Reasonableness", \textit{ABA Center for Continuing Legal Education National Institute}, April 11, 1997, available on WESTLAW, JLR Data-
ly, the dissenting arbitrator also espoused during deliberations the views set out in the dissenting opinion. Some apparently believe that the dissent by definition violates the secrecy of deliberations by exposing disagreement and alternative views. But this view is based on a mischaracterization of the secrecy of deliberations. The key is that no one reveals the discussions themselves, so that arbitrators will be able to express their views frankly, without risk that their opinions will be disclosed involuntarily. As long as a dissenting opinion does not reveal what occurred during deliberations, it should not be objectionable.

It is therefore essential that dissenting opinions not reveal the actual content of deliberations. Separate opinion writers must be careful to limit their comments to alternative views of the facts and law, and ought not discuss the substance of deliberations themselves. Of course, if there are allegations that the deliberation process wrongfully excluded an arbitrator or that another arbitrator otherwise acted in an improper manner, then such allegations can be disclosed.57

2) Dissents risk harming the legitimacy of the process by highlighting the connection between parties and their appointed arbitrators

Some believe that the availability of dissents will reduce the number of unanimous awards. One fear is that if dissenting opinions are explicitly contemplated by arbitral rules, there may then result a situation where there is a dissenting opinion issued by the party-appointed arbitrator for the losing side in every arbitral award is supposed to be in writing, arbitrators may find themselves in a bind. It is the dissenting arbitrator who has often been the target of complaints. Some apparently believe that the dissent by definition violates the secrecy of deliberations by exposing disagreement and alternative views. But this view is based on a mischaracterization of the secrecy of deliberations. The key is that no one reveals the discussions themselves, so that arbitrators will be able to express their views frankly, without risk that their opinions will be disclosed involuntarily. As long as a dissenting opinion does not reveal what occurred during deliberations, it should not be objectionable.

It is therefore essential that dissenting opinions not reveal the actual content of deliberations. Separate opinion writers must be careful to limit their comments to alternative views of the facts and law, and ought not discuss the substance of deliberations themselves. Of course, if there are allegations that the deliberation process wrongfully excluded an arbitrator or that another arbitrator otherwise acted in an improper manner, then such allegations can be disclosed.57

3) Dissents may encourage incivility

One risk associated with the availability of dissents is that arbitrators will resort to interparty incivility.59

Some believe that the availability of dissents will reduce the number of unanimous awards. One fear is that if dissenting opinions are explicitly contemplated by arbitral rules, there may then result a situation where there is a dissenting opinion issued by the party-appointed arbitrator for the losing side in

57. An example comes from the United States-Mexican Claims Commission. In International Fisheries Co. v. United Mexican States, 4 R.I.A.A., 691 at 746 (Nielson, C., dissenting), the dissenter alleged a procedural defect with regard to deliberations, namely that the Commission failed to hold a public sitting to announce its decision in violation of an explicit requirement to do so.

58. See R.M. Mosk, 
60. Marvin offers the example of a Louisiana judge described the magazine as "morally wrong" and a "backward logic, the law, or the times". 133-34 (La. App. 5th Cir. 1980); quoted in Marvin, supra. 
609 (1992) quoted in Marvin, supra. 

See Marvin, supra, for a discussion of the issue of incivility.
every arbitral award. Although party-appointed arbitrators are supposed to be impartial and independent in international arbitrations, some believe that with the availability of dissent, arbitrators may feel pressure to support the party that appointed them and to disclose that support. A related concern is that arbitrators will spend so much time drafting their separate opinions that the majority awards will suffer.

It should not be surprising if party-appointed arbitrators tend to view the facts and law in a light similar to their appointing parties. After all, the parties are careful to select arbitrators with views similar to theirs. But, this does not mean arbitrators will violate their duties of impartiality and independence. Arbitrators should restrict their dissents to issues of fact and law, and should not use the opportunity to issue a separate opinion for improper reasons.

3) Dissents may discourage deliberation and encourage incivility

One risk associated with dissenting opinions is the possibility of incivility. If arbitrators or judges are encouraged to voice disagreement with the majority, there is a risk that they will resort to intemperate rhetoric. This has been an issue in


60. Marvin offers the example of a case in Louisiana where the dissenting judge described the majority opinion as "absolutely legally, ethically and morally wrong" and a "horrendous injustice" supported "by no stretch of logic, the law, or the imagination...." Carter v. Jefferson, 597 So.2d 128, 133-34 (La. App. 5th Cir.) (Bowes, J., dissenting), writ denied, 600 So. 2d 609 (1992) quoted in Marvin, supra note 59, at 984.
judicial systems as well as in arbitral settings. It is important for the dignity of the arbitral body that dissenting opinions should be civil and be limited to legal criticism of the majority award. One means that has been used in the United States to accomplish this goal has been the adoption of standards of professional conduct for judges. Notably, the United States Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit adopted such standards in 1992. While not binding, the standards do articulate norms and duties to which practitioners, including judges, must aspire. They specifically address the problem of separate opinions, saying that judges “will be courteous, respectful, and civil in opinions, ever mindful that a position articulated by another judge is the result of that judge’s earnest effort to interpret the law and the facts correctly.”

Some have proposed similar standards of ethics for arbitrators, and the International Bar Association has produced Rules of Ethics for International Arbitrators, but it does not cover separate opinions. It would be a contribution if these rules acknowledged the growing practice of dissenting opinions by specifically addressing the threat of incivility. In doing so, they would help to prevent a deterioration in standards that might occur as dissents become more widespread.

One respected practitioner and arbitrator proposed a code of ethics for dissenters, including such provisions as the need to warn colleagues of one’s intentions, to submit a draft to them, and to limit the content of the separate opinion to one’s legal views about the case. The American Bar Association’s Rules of Professional Conduct required the dissenter to submit his dissent to the arbitrators before the final version.

4) Dissents raise the quality of the process

Although not a requirement, dissents should be acknowledged as potentially raising the quality of the process. Equal, separate opinions will increase the time to draft, circulate, and complete the arbitrators will increase the quality of a separate opinion in the process should be voluntary. Indeed, few dissents. Dissenting opinions because it costs less to hire mediators. Dissenting opinions because it helps to resolve disputes.

5) Dissents may lead to a better majority opinion

Another problem with dissenting opinions is that they may lead to a better majority opinion. As the International Bar Association’s Rules of Ethics state, “a potential situation that may arise is when a majority dissenter’s position is accepted as the dispositive, a potential situation that may arise is when a majority dissenter’s position is accepted as the dispositive.”
views about the case. Indeed, an early draft of the International Bar Association’s Rules of Ethics for International Arbitrators provided that a dissenting arbitrator has a right to make his dissent known, subject to relevant provisions of law. It required the dissenter to avoid breaching confidentiality of deliberations. Unfortunately, this provision was omitted in the final version.

4) Dissents raise costs

Although not a concern voiced in the existing literature, it should be acknowledged that dissenting opinions have the potential to raise the costs of arbitration. Other things being equal, separate opinions will increase the time required to complete the arbitral process. Every separate opinion requires time to draft, circulate and discuss. More time spent by arbitrators will increase the costs to the parties. But the improvement in the quality of awards and the enhanced legitimacy of the process should be worth the additional marginal costs of dissents. Indeed, few would accept a substandard award simply because it costs less to render.

5) Dissents may inhibit the development of an actual majority

Another problem arises when there is more than one dissenting opinion in a three-member panel. This leads to the potential situation where there is no majority for the actual dispositif, a problem when the arbitral rules require a major-

65. Levy, supra note 14, at 42.
66. Draft 35/3/86 § 9, quoted in Levy, id. at 42 n.22.
67. See note 64, supra.
ity.68 But the availability of dissents should have little impact on fulfilling this requirement, as a majority must be formed in every case under such rules.

Under ICC rules, the Chairperson may decide issues in the absence of a majority.69 A similar rule exists in Swiss law.70 The lack of a majority opinion undoubtedly increases the risk that the award will be challenged on the merits.71 As an alternative to dissents, awards sometimes state that some of the members of the panel disagreed with various parts of it, without stating the precise reasons. The ICC Court of Arbitration has sometimes insisted on a short summary before the dispositif indicating how many of the arbitrators agreed with the decision, and in some cases has struck such comments that appear to violate the principle of confidentiality of deliberations.72

Sometimes, if an arbitrator in a separate opinion expresses disagreement with the opinion in which he has joined to form a majority, there is concern as to whether there is in fact a real majority.73 Nevertheless, it appears accepted that so long as the author of the separate opinion joins in the dispositif, that is sufficient to form a majority. Thus, in an intergovernmental arbitration between Guinea-Bissau and Senegal, the validity of the Award was challenged before the International Court of Justice because the President of the arbitral tribunal, who voted in the majority, appeared to disagree with his decision.74 The majority opinion was not announced until after the President had voted. It has been argued that this very existence of the dissenting opinion and the declaration emanated from the President himself, it cast fundamental doubt on the validity of the Award.75 The International Court of Justice accepted that

As the practice of dissent has developed, it has happened that a member of the tribunal, who was inclined to present a separate declaration, or separate disposition, was therefore without his separate declaration emanated from the President himself, it cast fundamental doubt on the validity of the Award.75 The International Court of Justice accepted that

The practice of dissent and separate statements has been developed in the context of international arbitration under the United Nations Convention on the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards.76

70. Levy, supra note 14, at 39 n.12.
75. Quoted in Schwebel, supra note 56, p. 83.
in the majority, appended a declaration to the Award stating his disagreement with some of its conclusions. The dissenting arbitrator referred to this declaration in challenging the very existence of the majority and argued that because the declaration emanated from the President of the tribunal himself, it cast fundamental doubts as to "the reality of the Award." The International Court upheld the Award, stating that

As the practice of international tribunals shows, it sometimes happens that a member of a tribunal votes in favour of a decision of the tribunal even though he might individually have been inclined to prefer another solution. The validity of his vote remains unaffected by the expression of any such differences in a declaration or separate opinion of the member concerned, which are therefore without consequence for the decision of the tribunal.

The practice of disagreeing with an opinion but joining the dispositif to form a majority has been common at the Iran-United States Claims Tribunal.

---

74. See Arbitral Award on 31 July 1989, 1991 ICJ 53.
75. Quoted in Schwebel, supra note 73, at 148.
76. 1991 I.C.J. 64-65. Interesting, the judge ad hoc appointed by Guinea-Bissau voted with the unanimous holding of the Court, against the position adopted by his appointing state. Schwebel, id., at 150.
6) Dissents increase the likelihood that awards will be challenged

Lastly, some argue that dissents increase the potential for challenge to an award. This argument fails to consider the possibility that dissenting opinions, merely by expressing alternative views, may reduce potential for challenges to awards. If parties believe their views have been considered and rejected for the best possible reasons, they may be less likely to challenge awards. Moreover, the availability of express dissents may compel the majority to take all steps necessary to ensure the enforceability of the award. In any case, judicial avenues for challenge of arbitration awards are limited; thus, the concern about increased challenges may be overstated.

Some have suggested that an arbitrator might prepare a dissenting opinion for the purpose of facilitating the vacation or non-enforcement of an award. This argument assumes that the arbitrator would violate his or her duty of impartiality and independence. Although such a result can occur on occasion, it should not be used to restrict the benefits provided by dissenting opinions in the majority of cases. Furthermore, it is highly unlikely that a dissenting opinion could provide grounds that would not be apparent for vacation or non-enforcement of an award unless it dealt with some otherwise undisclosed procedural failure. If a dissenting opinion does lead to non-enforcement of an award on legitimate grounds, then it has served a useful purpose by preventing an unjust award.

An example of a dissent leading to an enforcement dispute is the Award rendered by the Iran-United States Claims Tribunal.

---

Award No. 71-346-3 (2 Sept. 1983), reprinted in 3 Iran-U.S. C.T.R. 293. See also Schwebel, supra note 73.


79. For two examples of cases where arbitrators apparently sought just this result, see F.P. Donovan, supra note 72, at 76.
nal in *Avco Corporation* and *Iran Aircraft Industries*. In that case, it was suggested that the Tribunal decided at a preliminary hearing to allow a claimant to present evidence in summary form through an accountant’s report; and that the Tribunal subsequently held a hearing, and in its award rejected the accountant’s report as an inadequate or improper method of presenting evidence. Judge Charles Brower, the only arbitrator present at both hearings, issued a separate opinion describing the situation in detail and arguing that the Tribunal’s actions meant that Avco had been denied an opportunity to present its case. The Iranian party sought to enforce the Award in United States courts. The United States Court of Appeals relied heavily on Judge Brower’s separate opinion in affirming the District Court’s refusal to enforce the Award of the Tribunal. Interestingly, the Tribunal subsequently found the United States liable for the non-enforcement of the award, in effect suggesting that the United States Court was incorrect.

The above example shows how a dissent might expose possible procedural flaws. Nevertheless, there is the possibility that in an extreme case, an arbitrator in violation of his ethical duty can seek to undermine an award for spurious reasons. Some of the problems with dissents are illustrated in a recent American case, *Fertilizantes Fosfatos Mexicanos, S.A. v. Chemi-

---


81. Id., at 211 (“[T]he Tribunal cannot grant Avco’s claim solely on the basis of an affidavit and a list of invoices, even if the existence of the invoices was certified by an independent audit.”).


In that case, the court declined to set aside an award in which a dissenter issued charges of bias against the majority arbitrators. The dissenter issued several hundred pages of reasoning and attached several hundred of exhibits. The court eventually characterized the dissenter's testimony as including "long-winded and unfair broadside attacks on the majority."86

In that case, the fear that dissents will lead to greater review of awards appears well-founded. Both the dissenting and majority arbitrators testified before the court, despite prevailing rules that majority arbitrators could not testify with regard to bias or misconduct.87 But while the case illustrates an extreme position taken by a dissenter, it does not follow that dissents should be restricted. In fact, the Fertilizantes court illustrates the utility of judicial review of awards, for the Court eventually upheld the award and was critical of the arbitral dissenter.

In the early years of the Iran-United States Claims Tribunal, there was a controversy concerning the issuance of awards signed by only two arbitrators.88 The controversy was prompted by one judge's refusal to sign two awards issued by Chamber Three, and his filing instead of a statement of "reasons for not signing," asserting inter alia that inadequate deliberations had taken place.89 According to other judges, deliberations had taken place "in the chambers" so stating, some members of the court would have to be impaneled. Chambers continued to sign awards when the three arbitrators of a dispute appeared to agree that they were not challenged.

**Conclusion**

This essay has considered mechanisms against dissenting opinions in international arbitration; these can be dealt with through mechanisms, and not by restricting dissenting opinions. The utility and performance of dissenting opinions offer significant benefits.
lations had taken place, and one of those judges filed "Comments" so stating, so that if the award were challenged in court, the court would have all the facts. The Tribunal and its Chambers continued to issue awards signed by only two arbitrators when the third refused to sign the award. While the dispute appeared to highlight divisions, ultimately the awards were not challenged.

Conclusion

This essay has considered arguments about dissenting opinions in international arbitration. Although the arguments against dissenting opinions raise legitimate concerns, many of these can be dealt with through codes of ethics or other such mechanisms, and need not lead to a blanket prohibition of all dissenting opinions. Dissenting opinions can improve the legitimacy and performance of international arbitration, and thus offer significant benefits that offset the risks posed. Dissenting


90. Comments of Richard M. Mosk with respect to Mr. Jahangir Sani's Reasons for Not Signing the Decision Made by Mr. Mangård and Mr. Mosk in Case No. 17 in RayGo Wagner Equipment Company and Star Line Iran Company, Award No. 20-17-3 (3 Mar. 1983), reprinted in 1 Iran-U.S. C.T.R. 424. These Comments prompted a reply from Judge Sani, see Mr. Jahangir Sani's Reply to Mr. Mosk's "Comments" of 3 March 1983 Concerning Case No. 17 in RayGo Wagner Equipment Company and Star Line Iran Company, Award No. 20-17-3 (7 Apr. 1983), reprinted in 1 Iran-U.S. C.T.R. 428; Judge Mosk then issued a reply to Judge Sani’s reply, see Further Comments of Richard M. Mosk in RayGo Wagner Equipment Company and Star Line Iran Company, Award No. 20-17-3 (13 Apr. 1983), reprinted in 1 Iran-U.S. C.T.R. 441.
opinions have played useful role in public international arbitration and now appear to be prevalent in private international arbitration as well. They are here to stay. It therefore makes sense for arbitral institutions to address them directly through the inclusion of provisions for dissenting opinions in procedural rules and codes of ethics.
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